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Objectives

• Describe frameworks for understanding treatment adherence 
among patients with hypertension.

• Examine how social and cultural factors influence treatment 
adherence.

• Describe how selected health system barriers influence 
treatment adherence.
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What do we mean by “Adherence”?

• Patients who adhere to placebo have better outcomes than 
patients who do not adhere to placebo. 

• Patients who do not get cancer screening are more likely to die 
of non-cancer related causes of death.

• Non-adherence is BOTH:
• Directly causative of changes in health outcome
• A marker of “a behavioral profile of ‘non-adherence’…associated with 

increased mortality.”
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The Challenges of Adherence

• It is widely accepted that lack of adherence to medication 
and other treatment recommendations is a major contributor 
to excess morbidity and mortality from cardiovascular 
diseases. 

• Review studies estimate that about 40% of patients do not 
take their medicine as prescribed (or at all). 
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The Minimally Disruptive Medicine 
Approach
Victor Montori, MD “Being a patient, 
especially being a patient with a 
chronic condition, is a lot of work.”

• Being exhausted, frustrated, 
overwhelmed, fed up, disinterested, 
untrusting or even deceptive can be 
as much an outcome of medical 
care as an indicator or feature of 
“non-adherence”. 
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What patients have told me: 
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COST

STRESS
Communication

SIDE EFFECTS
Fatigue
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Simple Strategies Improve Adherence

• Treatment priorities should be the patient’s priorities

• Teach back method
• Inform patients of the benefits of taking medicine, and taking 

medicine according to instructions

• Align treatment plans recommendations to patient goals and 
motivations (ie Motivational Interviewing approaches)
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Summary
• Many patients with hypertension do not take their 

medicine. 
• Not taking medicine is a highly individual decision, 

influenced by many factors: 
• Community
• Social
• Medical
• Historical
• Behavioral
• Financial
• Environmental
• Interpersonal

• Care teams can work together with patients to 
reinforce a healthy pattern of medication taking and 
thereby reduce blood pressure. 15



Thank you!

Questions/Discussion
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Watch Previous ECHO Clinics
Register with Cardi-OH and watch all ECHO Reducing the Burden of Hypertension clinics

https://www.cardi-oh.org/user/register

https://www.cardi-oh.org/echo/hypertension-spring-2020
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